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SUMMARY
Planarian flatworms undergo continuous internal turnover, wherein old cells are replaced by the division
progeny of adult pluripotent stem cells (neoblasts). How cell turnover is carried out at the organismal level
remains an intriguing question in planarians and other systems. While previous studies have predominantly
focused on neoblast proliferation, little is known about the processes that mediate cell loss during tissue ho-
meostasis. Here, we use the planarian epidermis as a model to study the mechanisms of cell removal. We
established a covalent dye-labeling assay and image analysis pipeline to quantify the cell turnover rate in
the planarian epidermis. Our findings indicate that the ventral epidermis is highly dynamic and epidermal cells
undergo internalization via basal extrusion, followed by a relocation toward the intestine and ultimately diges-
tion by intestinal phagocytes. Overall, our study reveals a complex homeostatic process of cell clearance that
may generally allow planarians to catabolize their own cells.
INTRODUCTION

Many tissues and organs exist in a state of dynamic turnover,

whereby old cells are continuously replaced by the progeny of

stem cells. For example, in the vertebrate intestinal epithelium,

stem cells residing in the crypt continuously generate transit-

amplifying cells that differentiate into epithelial cells, which grad-

ually become displaced along the villus and delaminate once

they reach the tip.1–3 The homeostasis of the intestinal epithe-

lium is highly dynamic, with an average lifetime of epithelial cells

on the order of �5 days.4 Besides the precise balancing of cell

divisions with cell loss exemplified by the intestinal epithelium,

a further challenge in dynamic tissues is often the process of

clearing the cells to be replaced. In the case of liver homeostasis,

the resident sinusoidal cells phagocytose apoptotic hepato-

cytes.5,6 Similarly, the zebrafish embryonic ectoderm is capable

of phagocytosing dead cells.7 In other contexts, motile and often

non-tissue-resident phagocytes mediate cell clearance pro-

cesses.8 The severe pathological consequences that can result

from cell clearance defects underscore the collective impor-

tance of the underlying mechanisms.9–11

Planarian flatworms provide a fascinating example of dynamic

turnover at an organismal scale. Pluripotent adult stem cells, so-

called neoblasts, are the only division-competent planarian cell

type outside of the reproductive system.12–15 They are highly
Cell Reports --, 114305
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abundant at >10% of all cells16,17 and reside in the mesenchyme

surrounding all internal organs. This implies that all tissue and or-

gan progenitors are generated out of place and thus need to

migrate to their target tissues during their differentiation.18–20

Transplantation of a single pluripotent donor neoblast can

rescue the demise of an irradiated host due to the re-colonializa-

tion of host tissues by descendants of the donor stem cell over

the course of several months,21 indicating that all tissues are re-

placed continuously by newly generated neoblast progeny.

Finally, planarians do not have a fixed body size. They grow

when fed and shrink during starvation, dynamically scaling the

total number of organismal cells.22,23 Overall, the combination

of a single source of new cells, organismal cell turnover, and

body size scalingmakes planarians an intriguingmodel for inves-

tigating the underlying principles.

Although the dynamic nature of planarian tissue architecture

has long been recognized, the field has largely focused on

the generation and maturation of neoblast progenitors. The

epidermal cell lineage is derived from neoblasts expressing the

zinc-finger transcription factor zfp-1, whose post-mitotic pro-

genitors undergo several differentiation stages during their out-

ward migration and final maturation upon integration into the

epidermis.18,24–27 In addition, the rates of neoblast proliferation,

and therefore likely progenitor production, vary in response to

feeding or wounding.28,29 Conversely, much less is known about
, --, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the mechanisms that control cell removal during turnover.

Apoptotic cell death is known to be regulated in a tissue-specific

manner,30 and cell death processes have been proposed to

contribute to degrowth.31 However, neither the mechanisms

that induce cell removal nor the processes that mediate cell

clearance during turnover are currently known.

In this study, we used the epidermis as a model tissue to

explore cell turnover in planarians. By developing a pulse-chase

labeling assay to quantify the turnover rate, we found that the

half-life of epidermal cells varies greatly between the dorsal

and ventral sides. We also established a live-imaging protocol

to visualize the process of epidermal cell removal. Interestingly,

we found that epidermal cells were internalized rather than shed

to the outside. Furthermore, using dual-color live imaging and

pharmacological treatments, we provide evidence that internal-

ized epidermal cells enter the intestine and are digested by intes-

tinal phagocytes. Taken together, we propose that the observed

self-catabolism of epidermal cells by intestinal phagocytes may

constitute a general principle of planarian tissue turnover.

RESULTS

Although the planarian epidermis is known to incorporate new

cells on a timescale of days,25,27,32,33 the rate of epidermal cell

turnover has not been accurately measured so far. To quantify

epidermal turnover, we took advantage of the selective accessi-

bility of the epidermis to exogenously supplied substances. As

cartooned in Figure 1A, we developed an assay that relies on

the covalent pulse labeling of epidermal cells with a cell-perme-

ant form of the dye carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester

(CFSE), followedby the application of a second spectrally distinct

covalent label, 7-hydroxy-9H-(1,3-dichloro-9,9-dimethylacridin-

2-one) succinimidyl ester (DDAO) after a specific chase interval.

Accordingly, changes in the fraction of CFSE+/DDAO+ cells dur-

ing the chase period should reflect the fraction of epidermal cells

that have been replaced during the chase interval. As shown in

Figure 1B, CFSE pulse labeling and immediate fixation results

in uniform labeling of the epidermis under our experimental con-

ditions. The labeling pattern in cross-sections (Figure 1C) indi-

cates labeling specificity for the epidermis. Similar results were

observed for DDAO labeling (data not shown). Thus, CFSE and

DDAOselectively label epidermal cellswithout any signal interfer-

ence from the deeper tissue layers. As expected, the fraction of

CFSE+/DDAO+ cells indeed decreased with increasing time sep-

aration between theCFSE andDDAOpulses (Figure 1D), which is

consistent with the gradual replacement of the cells present dur-
Figure 1. Assay development for quantifying epidermal cell turnover

(A) Schematic of the labeling assay for the quantification of epidermal cell turnov

(B) Surface-extracted CFSE pulse-labeled ventral epidermis. Scale bar: 100 mm.

(C) CFSE label in sagittal section. Scale bar: 100 mm.

(D) Representative images demonstrating the gradual loss of CFSE+ cells within th

post-CFSE staining. Scale bar: 20 mm.

(E) Schematic visualizing the image analysis procedure. Shown is the ventral epi

(F) Example for manually annotated training data for segmentation model.

(G) Predicted segmentations of CFSE+ cells by the model.

(H and I) Accuracy assessment of the segmentation model in the ventral (H) and

equal cell counts between automatically and manually segmented images. Data p

bar: standard deviation at indicated mean value.
ing the initial pulse with newly incorporated cells that are CFSE�

(Figure 1D).

Toward the goal of quantifying the turnover rate in our pulse-

chase assays, we combined volume imaging via 3D spinning

disk confocal microscopy (necessary due to the curvature of

the epidermis) with the establishment of an image analysis pipe-

line (Figure 1E). The surface extraction tool Premosa was used to

generate a 2D representation of the epidermis from 3D vol-

umes,34 in which individual epidermal cells were subsequently

segmented via the deep-learning-based object segmentation

methodStardist.35 This cell segmentation involvesmodel training

with imagepairs consisting of raw, surface-extracted images and

their corresponding manually annotated images (Figure 1F). For

model verification, we manually annotated ground-truth labels

and compared them to the predictions obtained from the model

(Figure 1G; see STARMethods for details). Usingmanually anno-

tated ground truths of altogether 27,668 cells, the model

achieved a segmentation accuracy above 90% for both CFSE+

andDDAO+cells of the ventral epidermis (Figure 1H). In thedorsal

epidermis, the accuracy of the model also exceeded 90% for

CFSE-labeled epidermal cells (Figure 1I), but the detection of

cells in the DDAO channel was less reliable (accuracy & 90%).

We therefore used the quantification of DAPI+ nuclei in the ex-

tractedepidermal layer asanalternative total cell count (accuracy

>90%) (Figure 1I). Overall, our analysis pipeline allows the accu-

rate quantification of old and new cells in the planarian epidermis

and thus the quantification of the turnover rate.

Using this assay, we first sought to determine the turnover ki-

netics of themulti-ciliated ventral epidermis, on which planarians

rely for their gliding motility.36–40 Quantifications of the ratio of

CFSE+/DDAO+ cells over time indicated that, on average, 80%

of the ventral epidermal cells were replaced within 8 days (Fig-

ure 2A). Based on these data, we calculated the ventral

epidermal cell half-life (i.e., the time by which 50% of the labeled

cells have been replaced) to be 4.5 days (Figure 2C). In pulse-

chase experiments on animals 7 days post-lethal irradiation,

the decline of the CFSE+/DDAO+ ratio was much slower and sta-

bilized at 4 days post-CFSE staining (Figure S1). This result is

consistent with the known time lag in the depletion of epidermal

progenitors after irradiation18,24 and thus confirms our assump-

tion that the loss of the CFSE label in our assay reflects cell

replacement rather than dye leakage. Given the distinct morpho-

logical features and patterning signal dependencies of the

epidermis in planarians,39,41–44 we also assayed the turnover

rate of the dorsal epidermis. Interestingly, we found that the turn-

over rate in the dorsal epidermis was much slower than in the
er. See the main text for details.

e ventral epidermis (DDAO) with increasing chase times (gray: DAPI). dps, days

dermis. Scale bar: 100 mm.

dorsal (I) epidermis at indicated time points. An accuracy of 1 corresponds to

oints represent individual fields of view. (H) n = 99 fields; (I) n = 210 fields. Error
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ventral epidermis, with �80% of the original cell cohort remain-

ing 8 days after the initial pulse (Figure 2B). A direct comparison

of the turnover rates between dorsal and ventral epidermis via

linear regression analysis revealed a half-life of �20 days

dorsally as compared to �4.5 days ventrally (Figure 2C). Our re-

sults demonstrate tissue specificity in turnover rates and that the

ventral epidermis is a particularly dynamic tissue.

Epidermal cells can undergo either shedding toward the

outside (apical extrusion) or delamination toward the inside

(basal extrusion). To distinguish between these possibilities,

we thought to live image epidermal turnover in the ventral

epidermis. Live imaging planarians remains a challenge, and

cell dynamics have so far not been visualized. Building on our

previous efforts,45,46 we developed a live-imaging procedure

involving the combination of linalool anaesthetization and

agarose embedding under a gas-permeable polymethylpentene

disc to immobilize the worms. Additionally, low-excitation imag-

ing of far-red live dyes together with denoising was implemented

to minimize the strong photosensitivity of planarians47 (Fig-

ure 3A). Specifically, we used the nuclear dye RedDot1 and the

cytoplasmic label CellTracker Deep Red, which were both

brighter and more photostable than DDAO under our imaging

conditions (data not shown). Despite these measures, occa-

sional contractions of the body wall musculature (twitches) still

interfered with the intended cell tracking. Further reduction of

excitation intensity and exposure times, together with post-

acquisition drift correction to correct for residual twitching,

enabled the stable tracing of RedDot1-stained epidermal nuclei

for up to 2 h (Figure 3B). Content-aware image restoratation

driven denoising (CARE)48 of the noisy image sequence further

achieved accurate nuclear detection, enabling long-term

tracking and addressing the direction of cell extrusion in the

epidermis.

As expected from a terminally differentiated epidermis, the

epidermal nuclei in our time-lapse sequences weremostly static.

Interestingly, in 7 processed movie sequences, totaling approx-

imately 14 h and 6,000 cells, we never observed the extrusion or

shedding of an epidermal nucleus outwards. This was despite

the fact that we always set the z range of our image stacks be-

tween 6 mm above and 45 mm below the epidermis, with the

expectation that such outward displacements would be

observed. Instead, we occasionally observed epidermal nuclei

undergoing rapid inward movement, traversing a zone largely

devoid of nuclei (Figure 3C; Video S1) before encountering

more densely populated tissue layers. The inward nuclear move-

ments typically occurred over a vertical distance of S15 mm

(Figures 3C and 3D). In addition, the intensity of the nuclei

increased prior to internalization (Figure 3E), suggesting that

epidermal nuclei may undergo nuclear condensation prior to

internalization. Live imaging with a cytoplasmic label provided

further evidence that the vertical movements represent basal

extrusion events with gap closure by the surrounding cells (Video

S2). Epidermal cell internalization events were comparatively
Figure 2. Quantification of epidermal turnover kinetics

(A and B) Visualization (left) and quantification (right) of cell turnover rates in the v

replicates (3–10 specimens/time point/experiment). Error bars denote standard d

(C) Linear regression analysis of the turnover rates in ventral and dorsal epiderm
rare at 1.9 events per 2 h with approximately 860 nuclei per field

of view. Overall, our live-imaging experiments suggest that

planarian epidermal turnover occurs by basal extrusion and

further internalization of epidermal cells.

Given these results, the fate and destination of the internalized

epidermal cells became an important question. As a first

approach, we used live imaging of epidermal nuclei together

with prior feeding of a fluorescent dye to label the intestine as

a landmark of deep tissues. We observed that the basally

extruded epidermal cells rapidly translocated into close prox-

imity to the gut branches (Figure 4A). The walls of the planarian

intestine are largely composed of so-called phagocytes, which

are known to actively phagocytose material via their sur-

face.49–53 The maximum live imaging time of 2 h was insufficient

to determine the further fate of internalized nuclei. As an alterna-

tive approach, we returned to our CFSE pulse-chase assay and

askedwhether the CFSE surface label might eventually reach the

intestine. Worms fixed immediately after CFSE staining were

completely devoid of CFSE fluorescence in all sub-epidermal tis-

sues, confirming the epidermal specificity of the labeling strategy

(Figure 4B). However, 4 days post-CFSE staining, CFSE+ objects

partially colocalized with phagocytosed CellTracker Deep Red

delivered by feeding 1 day prior to fixation (Figure 4B). Moreover,

quantifications of the CFSE+ object density within the volume

occupied by the CellTracker Deep Red label versus the mesen-

chyme indicated that the epidermis-derived structures specif-

ically accumulate within gut branches (Figures 4C and 4D). To

unambiguously demonstrate the accumulation of CFSE+ struc-

tures within phagocytes, we combined the CFSE pulse-chase

assay and in situ hybridization with a phagocyte-specific probe

(dd_Smed_v6: dd_7554). As shown in Figure 4E, CFSE+ struc-

tures were detected within the cytoplasm of phagocytes after

4 days of chase but not immediately after labeling. Taken

together, our results suggest that epidermal cells are continu-

ously internalized to accumulate in intestinal phagocytes.

This raises the possibility that phagocytes may catabolize not

only ingested food but also endogenous cells undergoing turn-

over. Accordingly, CFSE+ remnants of internalized epidermal

cells should accumulate in phagocytes under experimental

conditions that interfere with their digestive processes. We

therefore treated planarians with the lysosome inhibitor chloro-

quine, which blocks intracellular digestion by interfering with

the acidification of late endosomal compartments.55,56We found

that planarians can survive more than 2 weeks of chloroquine

treatment without overt morphological changes in the intestine

(Figures S2A and S2B). Interestingly, we found that chloroquine

exposure indeed strongly increased both the volume and the

density of intestinal CFSE+ objects above controls (Figures 4F–

4H). Both observations are consistent with reduced digestion

of phagosomal contents in the presence of chloroquine. Further-

more, chloroquine treatment also increased the relative volume

of CFSE+ objects in the mesenchyme 4 days after CFSE treat-

ment (Figure S3) compared to control samples, suggesting that
entral (A) and dorsal (B) epidermis in the boxed body region. n = 3 independent

eviation. Scale bars: 100 mm.

is. Dashed lines: 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3. Live imaging of epidermal cell extrusion

(A) Schematic of the developed live-imaging procedure including sample preparation, mounting, and image denoising. Scale bar: 20 mm. Schematics were

created with BioRender.com

(B) Processing of raw imaging data by CARE-mediated denoising and 3D drift correction to compensate for tissue twitching. Kymographs (right column) at

indicated yellow lines visualize the optimization effects. Scale bar: 10 mm.

(C) Internalization of a RedDot1-labeled ventral epidermal nucleus. Frames are confocal sections at the indicated time points and z depths. The red triangle

highlights the internalizing nucleus. Scale bar: 10 mm.

(D and E) Quantification of the relative z depth (D) and maximum pixel intensity (E) of ventral epidermal nuclei. Solid black lines refer to internalizing epidermal

nuclei and gray lines to residing epidermal nuclei. Dashed black lines indicate manually connected tracks. The yellow dashed lines indicate time of internalization.

Data in (D) were quantified from 5 movies from 4 different individuals. The data in (E) were quantified from 4 movies from 3 different individuals.
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chloroquine may additionally affect the uptake of internalized

epidermal cells into phagocytes. In conclusion, our results

identify the digestion of internalized epithelial cells by intestinal

phagocytes as the last stage of the complex turnover of the

planarian epidermis.

DISCUSSION

Using pulse-chase and live-imaging assays, here we investi-

gate the kinetics and physiological mechanisms of cell turnover

in the planarian epidermis. We find that turnover rates differ

significantly between the dorsal and ventral epidermis, the

latter being a highly dynamic tissue. Surprisingly, cell turnover

in the ventral epidermis is mediated by cell internalization rather
6 Cell Reports --, 114305, --, 2024
than shedding. As illustrated in Figure 4I, our results collectively

show that epidermal cells undergo a ‘‘march of death’’ that in-

volves crossing the thick basement membrane beneath the

epidermis, the body wall musculature, and a section of the

mesenchyme to be phagocytosed and eventually digested by

the phagocytes that make up the walls of the intestine. This

process not only represents an unusually complex sequence

of events for cell clearance but also reverses the outward

migration that every epidermal progenitor undergoes after its

‘‘birth’’ in an asymmetric cell division of a pluripotent neoblast

situated within the mesenchyme.18,24,25,57 With long-range

cell migration as part of both cell birth and death, our results

add another element to the extraordinarily dynamic tissue ar-

chitecture of planarians.
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Our pulse-chase epidermal turnover quantifications predict an

hourly internalization probability of 1 in 215 cells, assuming de-

synchronized and stochastic steady-state turnover. However,

the internalization frequencyweobserved in our in live recordings

was �4 times lower. Furthermore, we never observed new cell

integration in any of our time-lapse sequences, which should

occur at approximately the same frequency as internalization

events at steady state. Possible explanations for this discrepancy

could include anaesthetization, dye labeling side effects, or

adverse effects of our imaging conditions. Nevertheless, the

combination of internalization as the only observed turnover

mode of epidermal cells (Figure 3C), the live tracing of individual

nuclei down to the vicinity of intestinal branches (Figure 4A), the

delayed appearance of the covalent CFSE surface label in intes-

tinal phagocytes (Figure 4B), and the effects of chloroquine treat-

ment (Figures 4F–4H) collectively support the digestion of inter-

nalized epidermal cells in intestinal phagocytes.

Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated that light-induced

depigmentation in planarians58 also involves the translocation

of damaged pigment cell remnants to the intestine and their up-

take into phagocytes via phagocytosis.59 Together with our data,

these findings therefore demonstrate that the intestine mediates

the clearance of multiple cell types, both under pathological

challenges59 and at steady state (our data). This mode of cell

clearance is unusually elaborate in comparison with clearing

mechanisms in other model systems, especially for epidermal

cells. Most animal epithelia shed cells toward the outside, with

the constitutive shedding of vertebrate intestinal epithelium cells

at the cristae tip60–62 or the apical extrusion of epidermal cells in

the tail of developing zebrafish63 as examples. Although basal

extrusion is also known to exist in other systems,8,64,65 it is

frequently associated with pathologies and consequent metas-

tasis formation.66–68 The crossing of the collagen-rich basement

membrane69–71 that planarian epidermal cells undertake post-

basal extrusion establishes an interesting conceptual parallel

to metastasis formation in vertebrates but also raises a question

regarding the eventual purpose of the unusually elaborate cell

clearance mechanism in planarians.

An interesting possibility is that the self-catabolism of cells

may ultimately serve as an energy-recovery mechanism. Pla-
Figure 4. Tracing the fate of basally extruded epidermal cells

(A) Two-color time-lapse imaging of RedDot1-labeled ventral epidermal cells and

depth color-coded 3D time-lapse recordings of ventral epidermis nuclei. Rows be

indicated z depth. White arrowheads: internalizing cell. Scale bar: 10 mm.

(B) CFSE surface label chase into the intestine. Top: experimental procedure. Bott

detail image: 10 mm.

(C) Lack of CFSE signal accumulation in the mesenchyme (boxed) under the sam

(D) Quantification of CFSE+ object density in the intestine andmesenchyme at indic

4 day_intestine; n = 12 for every other condition. Horizontal lines indicate median

(E) Visualization of CFSE accumulation (anti-fluorescein staining) in the intestine

heads: CFSE+ objects. Shown are maximum intensity projections. An asterisk (*)

views) and 20 mm (details).

(F) Assessment of intestinal CFSE signal accumulation (yellow arrowheads) in t

projections. Scale bars, 100 mm (left) and 10 mm (detail).

(G and H) Quantifications of intestinal CFSE+ object volumes (G) and density (H)

indicate individual CFSE+ objects in (G) or the overall density within one sample

(Mann-Whitney U test).

(I) Model of epidermal turnover in planarians.
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narians never reach a stable body size. They grow when fed,

but shrink during periods of starvation, gradually reducing their

total number of cells.22,23 The starvation response is termed

degrowth, and it has long been speculated that self-catabolism

contributes to the energy budget of planarians during starva-

tion. The faster degrowth rate of chloroquine-treated worms

that we observed is consistent with this hypothesis (Figures

S2C and S2D), but whether the death of the animals on �day

16 after the start of chloroquine treatment is due to toxic side

effects or the depletion of the organism’s energy stores needs

to be addressed in future studies. The above quantitative con-

siderations further illustrate that even the self-catabolism of one

of the most short-lived cell types results in a comparatively low

retrograde cell flow at steady state. In addition, the flat body ar-

chitecture of planarians and their branched intestine mean that

even epidermal cells, as the most peripheral cell type, have to

travel a maximum of <100 mm to reach the nearest intestinal

branch, well within range of cell migrations in other systems8,72

and highlighting the dual benefit of intestinal branching for

nutrient distribution and efficient cell recycling. Overall, these

considerations make intestinal digestion as a general feature

of planarian cell turnover a plausible proposition.

Some of the interesting questions raised by our study include

whether the transfer to the intestine reflects the autonomous

migration of internalizing cells or the less parsimonious transfer

via a migratory cell type (e.g., phagocytes) and the nature of the

guidance cues or tracks that facilitate the inward movement to-

ward the intestine (e.g., dorsal/ventral muscle fibers). Also un-

known are the triggeringmechanisms that initiate basal extrusion

and ultimately determine the specific half-lives of ventral and dor-

sal epidermal cells (Figures 2 and 3C). InDrosophila, basal extru-

sion from the amnioserosa or the larval epidermis requires the

partial activation of apoptosis.65,73–76 The concomitant bright-

ness increase of epidermal nuclei prior to internalization (Fig-

ure 3E) and the light-induced appearance of TUNEL+ cells at

the site of pigment cells58,59 indicate that the partial activation

of apoptotic processes may also initiate self-clearance in planar-

ians. Similarly, the validation of intestinal digestion as a clearance

mechanism for other tissues and organs, themeasurement of tis-

sue/organ-specific turnover rates, and the quantification of their
CellTracker Red CMTPX-labeled intestinal cells. Top row: maximum projected,

low: single-plane time-lapse recordings of epidermal nuclei and intestine at the

om: maximum-projected images. Scale bar overview image: 100 mm. Scale bar

e condition as in (B). Scale bar: 50 mm.

ated chase periods. Data points correspond to individual specimens. n = 14 for

values. ****p < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test); ns, non-significant.

(phagocyte marker dd_Smed_v6: dd_75 in situ hybridization). Yellow arrow-

indicates background signal from photoreceptors. Scale bars: 100 mm (over-

he presence of the lysosome inhibitor chloroquine. All images are maximum

. n = 9 individuals for control, n = 12 for chloroquine treatments. Solid circles

in (H). Horizontal lines represent the median. ****p << 0.0001 and ***p < 0.001



Table 1. Primer pairs used for probe generation

Gene name Fw primers Re primers

dd_Smed_v6: dd_75 CATTACCATCCCGTCGGATC

CACTAGTAACGTGTGTT

GCGGTCGTTTATT

CCAATTCTACCCGTAGAAGGCACAGTCGA

GGAATATCGCATCCTGCCACAG

dd_Smed_v6: dd_115 CATTACCATCCCGTCGGATCCA

CTAGTAACGCAGGGCAG

AATAACAATTTTGA

CCAATTCTACCCGTAGAAGGCACAGTCGAG

GCGAGTTCTAAGTCATCAATCA

Underlined nucleotides represent the overhangs for insertion into the pPR-T4P vector cloning site. Fw, forward; Re, reverse.
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dependence on the energy status of the organism are important

questions for future research. Of note, live-imaging approaches

in general will be important for understanding planarian tissue dy-

namics. Our study provides an important proof of principle in this

respect, and the approaches we have developed are a starting

point for the systematic investigation of this dynamic dimension

of planarian biology.
Limitations of the study
Our quantification of epidermal turnover rates using the CFSE/

DDAO labeling assay assumes steady-state dynamics and

may underestimate the half-life of epidermal cells when the

tissue is growing (adding cells). The discrepancy between

measured internalization rates and expectations based on our

half-life measurements leaves open the possibility that pro-

cesses other than internalization may contribute or that internal-

ization rates are affected by our imaging conditions. The lack of

observations of cell integration events in the epidermis is another

indication that the current live-imaging protocol may affect tissue

dynamics. Similarly, the current limitation of 2–3 h of live-imaging

time did not allow direct visualization of how internalized

epidermal cells entered the intestine, meaning that both direct

phagocytosis from the mesenchymal side and paracellular pas-

sage into the lumen prior to phagocytosis remain possible up-

take routes. Due to the current lack of transgenic reporter

expression tools in planarians, our live-imaging efforts remain

limited to vital dyes and do not allow, for example, the tracking

of membrane-labeled epithelial cells to investigate the mode

and mechanisms of cell migration toward the gut. Overall, our

study highlights the need for further concerted development of

both live-imaging approaches and labeling strategies to study

planarian tissue dynamics.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-Digoxigenin-POD, Fab fragments Roche Cat# 11207733910; RRID:AB_51450

Peroxidase-conjugated IgG Fraction

Monoclonal Mouse-Anti Fluorescein (FITC)

Jackson Immuno Research Labs Cat# 200032037; RRID:AB_2314402

Anti-Fluorescein-POD, Fab fragments Roche Cat# 11426346910

RRID:AB_840257

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

CellTrackerTM Deep Red Dye Invitrogen Cat# C34565

CellTrackerTM Red CMTPX Dye Invitrogen Cat# C34552

CellTraceTM CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit Life Technologies Cat# 6585084

CellTrace Far Red DDAO-SE Invitrogen Cat# C34553

Chloroquine Diphosphate Salt Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C6628

Ciprofloxacin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 17850

DAPI Thermo Scientific Cat# 62247

DIG RNA labeling mix Roche Cat# 11277073910

NEBuilder� HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix New England BioLabs Cat# E2621S

Halocarbon oil 700 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H8898

Linalool Sigma-Aldrich Cat# L2602

N-Acetyl-L-cysteine Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A7250

Paraformaldehyde 16% solution, EM grade Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat# 15710

Reddot1TM Far-Red Nuclear Stain, 200X in water Biotium Cat# 40060

SeaPlaqueTM Agarose Lonza Cat# 50100

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Schmidtea mediterranea A. Sánchez Alvarado CIW4

Recombinant DNA

pPR-T4P vector Gurley et al.77 N/A

Software and algorithms

Affinity Designer Serif Ltd v 1.10.5.1342; RRID:SCR_016952

CARE (csbdeep) Weigert et al.48 v 0.7.2

CellProfiler Stirling et al.78 v 4.2.5; RRID:SCR_007358

FIJI Schindelin et al.79 v 2.14.0; RRID:SCR_002285

Ilastik Berg et al. 80 v 1.3.3post3; RRID:SCR_015246

Labkit Arzt et al.81 v 0.3.10

IMARIS Oxford Instruments v 10.1; RRID:SCR_007370

Premosa Blasse et al.34 initial release

Prism GraphPad Software v 10; RRID:SCR_002798

Stardist Schmidt et al.35 v 0.5.0

Other

CellRad Precision Irradiator Precision X-RAY irradiation N/A

DX845 PMP TPX Film 0.5mm thick 420mm coil W

TPX�
GoodFellow Cat# ME31-FM-000350

m-Dish 35mm ibidi Cat# 81158
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jochen C.

Rink (jochen.rink@mpinat.mpg.de).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new materials.

Data and code availability
d The Stardist models for the epidermal cell segmentation are available from the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the lead contact upon

request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

All experiments were performed on the asexual strain of Schmidtea Mediterranea (CIW4). The animals were cultured in planarian wa-

ter (1.6 mM NaCl, 1.0 mM CaCl2, 1.0 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM KCl and 1.2 mM NaHCO3 in Milli-Q water) containing

5 mg/mL Ciprofloxacin in plastic boxes at 20�C. The worms were fed with macerated calf liver once every two weeks. Animals

were last fed 1 week or 2 weeks before the experiments depending on the designs of the experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

X-Ray irradiation
2 mmworms were selected and irradiated with X-ray at a dosage of 6000 rad using the CellRad Precision Irradiator. The worms were

rinsed twice with planarian water containing 5 mg/mL ciprofloxacin immediately after irradiation exposure and planarian water was

then refreshed daily.

Cloning and probe synthesis
The target genes, dd_Smed_v6: dd_75_0_1 and dd_Smed_v6: dd_115_0_1 , were amplified from Schmidtea mediterranea cDNA

with gene-specific primer pairs (Table 1) and inserted into the pPR-T4P vectors using Gibson assembly. These constructs were

used for in situ hybridization probe synthesis later. Linear DNA amplified by PCR from the gene-inserted plasmids were used as

the templates for anti-sense probe synthesis. In vitro transcription for probe synthesis was performed by incubating 1 mg DNA tem-

plate, 1X in vitro transcription buffer (25 mM MgCl2, 40 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM DTT, 2 mM spermidine), 1X DIG RNA labeling mix

(Roche) or Fluorescein RNA labeling mix (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 U/mL RNAse inhibitor (Thermo Scientific), 0.0015 U/mL Inorganic Pyro-

phosphatase (Thermo Scientific) and 2 U/mL T7 polymerase (Thermo Scientific) together at 37�C overnight. The probe RNA was

then precipitated by mixing the in vitro transcription mixture (20 mL) with 10 mL 7.5 mM ammonium acetate and 50 mL ice-cold

100% EtOH. After centrifugation, the RNA pellets were resuspended in deionized Formamide (AppliChem).

Whole-mount in situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was conducted as described previously in King & Newmark, 201382 with a few modifications: In

brief, worms were euthanized in 5% NAC in PBS, fixed in 4% PFA in 50% PBS containing 0.15% Triton X-100. Worms were soaked

in reduction solution (1% NP-40, 0.5% SDS, 50 mM DTT in 1XPBS in H2O) at 37�C for 10 min and dehydrated in 100%MeOH. After

rehydration in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100, worms were bleached in bleaching solution (1.2% H2O2, 5% formamide, 0.5XSSC

in H2O) on a light table for 1 h and treated with 2 mg/mL Protease K (NEB) in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 for 10 min followed by

post-fixation in 4% PFA for 10 min. The samples were soaked in Pre Hybe (50% Formamide, 5X SSC, 1X Denhardts, 100 mg/mL Hep-

arin, 1%Tween 20, 1mg/mL torula yeast RNA, 50mMDTT) at 58�C for 2 h andwere incubated in Hybe (50%Formamide, 5X SSC, 1X

Denhardts, 100 mg/mLHeparin, 1%Tween 20, 0.25mg/mL torula yeast RNA, 50mMDTT, 0.05 g/mL dextran sulfate) with RNA probes

at 58�C overnight. The next day, samples were washed with Wash Hybe (50% Formamide, 0.5% Tween 20, 5XSSC, 1 X Denhardts)

twice; 1:1 Wash Hybe: 2XSSC (0.1% tween 20) twice; 2XSSC (0.1% tween 20) three times; 0.2XSSC (0.1% tween 20) three times at

58�C. Samples were soaked in blocking solution (5% sterile horse serum, 0.5% Roche western blocking reagent in TNTx) for 2 h at

room temperature. Following blocking, samples were incubated with antibody (anti-DIG-POD, anti-FITC-POD or anti-Fluorescein-

POD) in blocking solution (1:1000 from the antibody stocks) at 4�C overnight. For fluorophore development, samples were washed

with TNTx (0.1M Tris pH 7.5, 0.15MNaCl, 0.3%Triton X-100 in H2O) six times and proceed to tyramide amplification by incubating in

TSA buffter (2M NaCl, 0.1M Boric acid in H2O, pH8.5) containing 0.006% H2O2, 20 mg/mL 4-Iodophenylboronic acid and tyramide

(Rhodamine or FAM) for 45 min at room temperature. For CFSE-labeled worms, CFSE signals were amplified by incubating in

anti-FITC-POD antibodies (1:1000) in blocking solution and the fluorophore was developed by tyramide amplification (Rhodamine).
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The peroxidase activity of the first antibody was quenched by incubation in 100 mM sodium azide in TNTx for at least 1 h at room

temperature. The color reaction of the second antibody was developed like the first one. After color development, samples were

soaked in Scale S4 (10% Glycerol, 15% DMSO, 40% Sorbitol, 4 M Urea, 2.5% DABCO, 0.1% Triton X-100 in H2O) at 4�C overnight

and mounted on slides the next day.

CFSE and DDAO labeling of the epidermis
Live-labeling of the epidermis with CFSE or DDAO was carried out by immersing the worms in planarian water containing 10 mM of

CFSE or 1 mMof DDAO for 1.5 h at 20�C. Prior to fixation, the wormswere euthanized in 5%N-Acetyl-L-cysteine in PBS for 3min on a

rotator and subsequently fixed in 100%MeOH at �20�C for 2 h. Following fixation, the samples were rehydrated sequentially with a

series of MeOH concentrations in PBS: 75% MeOH, 50% MeOH and 25% MeOH. Nuclei were stained by immersing the worms in

5 mg/mL DAPI or 5 mg/mL Hoechst in PBS for 30 min at room temperature followed by three PBS rinses. Lastly, the samples were

stored in 80% glycerol in PBS for at least 30 min at room temperate before being mounted between two of coverslips (24*60 mm,

No. 1.5H and 22*22 mm, 1.5H; Schott) to allow for imaging from dorsal and ventral sides. For the cross-section samples, the spec-

imens were mounted in 4% SeaPlaque agarose and cut into two pieces using a razor blade.

Sample preparation for live-imaging
Live-labeling of epidermal nuclei was carried out by immersing worms in planarian water containing containing 2x Reddot 1 and 1%

DMSO in planarian water at 20�C overnight. For cytoplasmic live-labeling, worms were immersed in planarian water containing 1 mM

CellTracker Deep Red Dye at 20�C for 1.5 h. To label the intestine, worms were fed with a fluorescent dye-containing liver paste

mixture (20% liver paste, 0.3% SeaPlaque Agarose, 0.02 mM CellTracker Red CMTPX Dye in water; adopted from Forsthoefel

et al., 201353) one day prior to time-series imaging. Following labeling, the worms were anesthetized in 0.02% linalool at room tem-

perature for 30min. Mucuswas removed by immersing worms in pH-neutralized 0.5%N-Acetyl-L-cysteine containing 0.02% linalool

in distilled water for 10 s. Finally, worms were transferred to a m-Dish 35 mm with a glass bottom and embedded in 1% SeaPlaque

agarose containing 0.02% linalool. The agarose and sample were then covered with a PMP (Polymethylpentene) disc. The gap be-

tween the cover and glass bottom was sealed with halocarbon oil 700 to avoid drying of the embedding media.

Microscopy
Fixed samples were imaged using an Olympus IX83 microscope equipped with a Yokogawa CSUW1-T2S Spinning Disk system,

which was fitted with a Hamamatsu Orca Flash4.0 V3 camera. Imaging was conducted with an Olympus UPLXAPO 10x air objective

(NA = 0.4) or an Olympus UPLXAPO 20X air objective (NA = 0.8).

Live imaging was carried out on an Olympus IX83 microscope paired with a Yokogawa CSUW1-T2S Spinning Disk system and an

Andor iXon Ultra 888 EMCCD camera. An Olympus UPLSAPO 60X Silicone objective (NA = 1.3) or an Olympus UPLSAPO 30X Sil-

icone objective (NA = 1.05) were used. The samples were incubated in a thermostatic chamber at 15�C for the whole process of time-

series imaging. Prior to capturing the time series images, animals were incubated in the chamber for 30 min. 100mW 640 nm and

100mW 561 nm excitation lasers were used for imaging with a laser power of 1% and an exposure time of 5 ms. The samples

were scanned over a total z-depth of 30–60 mm with 1 or 2 mm section spacing. The z distance was set up 2–6 mm away from the

specimens to the inside of the specimens. Z-stacks were recorded at 1-min intervals over a period of 3 h.

Visualization of time-series images
For the visualization of time-series images, the specific regions were selected and the signal-to-noise ratio was enhanced using the

previously trained CARE models. To correct the drift of the sample over time, linear stack alignment with SWIFT in FIJI was used to

align the images from single-color live-imaging recordings. Fast4DReg was used for the correction of two-color live-imaging. The

depth of the z stack images was represented with different colors by the built-in color LUT (mpl-viridis) in FIJI.

Premosa surface extraction
Epidermal cells were extracted from 3D-image stacks of CFSE, DDAO and DAPI-labeled samples with Premosa software.34 The

DDAO signal, which labeled all epidermal cells, served as the surface reference for extracting the CFSE signal and nucleus signals

of epidermal cells.

Stardist model training
To train Stardist models for cell segmentation, raw images and manually annotated images served as the input training pairs for

training. The raw images consisted of the Premosa-processed CFSE images. For the ventral epidermis, images from non-irradiated

and irradiated wormswere used: Images were normalized to 0.3rd percentile pixel saturation and 256*256 pixel crops were randomly

selected. For training images obtained from the dorsal epidermis, images were normalized to the 1st percentile pixel saturation and

256*256 pixel crops were randomly selected. The annotated images were generated by manually annotating individual epidermal

cells in the raw images with the Fiji Plugin Labkit.81 Additionally, each raw image and annotated image were additionally rotated

by 90, 180, 270� and flipped. Therefore, 8 different raw and annotated images were generated from one original image by the rotation

and flipping. For the training of the Stardist models, a total of 199*8 training pairs were used for training the ventral epidermis model,
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and 66*8 pairs were used for training the dorsal epidermis model. The detailed parameters for the training of the Stardist models are

listed Table S1.

Stardist model verification
For Stardist model verification, 256*256 pixel crops were selected randomly in DDAO, CFSE and DAPI labeled images. Prior to crop-

ping, the 1st or 3rd percentile of pixels were normalized to saturation in CFSE or DDAO-labeled images respectively. The detailed

parameters for the Stardist model prediction are listed in Table S2. For the ventral epidermis, a 200 pixel size cut-off was set to elim-

inate undersegmented objects. The results from the model prediction were compared to the results from the ground truth (manual

counting). The accuracy of the Stardist models was quantified using the following equation:

accuracy = 1 �
�
�
�
nprediction � nground truth

nground truth

�
�
�where n represents the number of counted objects in the respective condition. For the turnover

rate quantification, the same parameters as employed in the model verification were applied to the selected area.

CARE model training
To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of time-series images, CAREmodels were trained using z stack images captured consecutively

with short exposure time (5 ms) and long exposure time (100 ms). Two to five such image pairs were recorded prior to the time-lapse

recording and used for training. Importantly, for each time course, a CARE model was specifically trained assuring the highest

denoising accuracy for each sample. The parameters for training CARE models are listed in Table S3.

Drug treatment
For chloroquine treatments, 3 mm long worms were immersed in 5 mM chloroquine in planarian water containing 5 mg/mL Ciproflox-

acin for 4 days and the epidermis was labeled with CFSE for 1 h on the fifth day of chloroquine treatment. The worms were then fixed

4 days after the CFSE labeling. Throughout the CFSE chase, worms were kept in planarian water with 5 mM chloroquine. As the con-

trol group, worms were cultured in plain planarian water. To visualize the intestine, worms were fed with fluorescent dye-containing

liver paste (20% liver paste, 0.3% SeaPlaque Agarose, 0.02 mM CellTracker Deep Red Dye in water).

Image analysis and statistical analysis
Quantifications of intestinal volume, CFSE+ object volume and CFSE+ object numbers were carried out in the dorsal tips of intestinal

branches in the head area. Greyscale images were transformed to binary masks with the threshold function in FIJI. The Huangmodel

was used for thresholding. Objects that were smaller than 10 voxels were excluded from the analysis. To quantify the ratio of the

CFSE+ volume to total volume of the selected area, the mesenchymal area between the intestine and epidermis in the anterior region

was selected. The volume of the 3D masks was quantified with standard CellProfiler pipelines.

For tracking and quantifying epidermal nuclei intensity and depth, cropped, CARE-restored and drift corrected z stack time series

were processed with IMARIS software for tracking individual nuclei over time. In brief, objects were detected in 3D by intensity and

size thresholding. The IMARIS-implemented object tracking function was used to track nuclei over time and to analyze their relative

position and intensity throughout the time course. The depth or maximum intensity of each nucleus over time was normalized to the

average depth or intensity of the first 10 min of each nucleus’ recorded track.

To measure planarian sizes, animals were recorded with a Canon EOS 6D MarkII digital camera equipped with a SIGMA 150 mm

F2,8 APOMakro EX DGOS HSM lens. A specifically trained ilastik software pixel classifier was used to segment the image. The area

of each mask was quantified using Cellprofiler software.

Statistical details, including the representation of centers and error bars in graphs, are described in the figure legends. n refers to

the number of animals or images analyzed as specified in the figure legends. Significance was determined by the Mann-Whitney-U

test or t test with the p-value <0.05. The statistical analyses were conducted using Graphpad Prism software.
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